
Mizar: An ImpressionFreek WiedijkNijmegen University<freek�s.kun.nl>AbstratThis note presents an introdution to the Mizar system, followed by a briefomparison between Mizar and Coq. Appended are a Mizar grammar and anannotated example of a omplete Mizar artile.1 What It IsMizar is a system for representing mathematial proof in a omputer suh that aprogram an hek the orretness. It has been developed by Andrzej Trybuleand his team in Bialystok, Poland sine about 1973. The Mizar language is quitelose to the language of informal mathematis (`the mathematial vernaular').Mizar is based on a ZF-like set theory with lassial �rst order logi. Part ofthe Mizar projet is the development of a large database of mathematis whihurrently numbers 587 `artiles' taking 41 megabytes (even without the proofs it's 6megabytes). A major projet urrently underway is the translation to Mizar (underdiretion of Grzegorz Banerek) of a real mathematis book: `A Compendium ofContinuous Latties' [1℄.Mizar has had a number of dialets. `Mizar MSE' (also alled `baby Mizar') isa toy language not meant for real appliations. The urrent implementation of thefull Mizar language is alled `PC Mizar'. It's written in Turbo/Borland Pasal andruns only under DOS/Windows. Funtionally it's basially one program, `mizf',that non-interatively heks a Mizar �le for its orretness.The Mizar system doesn't have muh doumentation. The text that most re-sembles a manual1 is `An Outline of PC Mizar' by Miha l Muzalewski [3℄.A way to explore the Mizar language that works surprisingly well is to studythe Mizar syntax (see appendix B on page 16 for a ontext free grammar) and forspei� onstrutions to searh the Mizar library for examples.2 De�nitionsA Mizar artile onsists of an `environ' header whih indiates what other arti-les from the Mizar library it refers to, followed by a sequene of de�nitions andtheorems.A de�nition has the general shape:definitionlet arguments;assume preonditions;fun pattern -> type means :label: statement;1An eletroni version of this manual is available on the World Wide Web at the address<http://www.s.kun.nl/~freek/mizar/mizarmanual.ps.gz>1



orretness proofend;The pattern presents the way the operation is written (both normal funtion no-tation and operator notation are possible; and not all arguments need to be presentin the pattern: Mizar supports impliit arguments). In the de�ning statement thede�ned objet is referred to as `it'. The orretness proof has to show existeneand uniqueness of the de�ned objet given the preonditions.A de�nition of the form:fun pattern -> type means :label:it = expression;an be abbreviated as:fun pattern -> type equals :label: expression;Here is an example of a de�nition, the de�nition of `log' (from artile `POWER'):reserve a,b for Real;definitionlet a,b;assume A1: a>0 & a<>1 and A2: b>0;fun log(a,b) -> Real means:Def3: a to_power it = b;existene251 lines of existene proof omitteduniqueness by A1,Th57;end;(The `reserve' statement reserves variables for a ertain type: the type of a reservedvariable needn't be given. So beause of the `reserve' statement in the �rst line,the `let a,b' means `let a,b be Real'.)And here is the de�nition of subtration (from `REAL_1'):reserve x,y for Real;definitionlet x,y;fun x-y -> Real equals :Def3: x+(-y);orretness;end;(The `orretness' at the end is an abbreviation of all elements of the orretnessproof that are left to be proved: for a de�nition with `means' these are `existene'and `uniqueness'; and for a de�nition with `equals' it's `oherene', whih saysthat the objet has the orret type. In this example orretness is obvious, sothere's no `by' justi�ation needed.)Apart from `fun' de�nitions for funtions, Mizar has `pred' de�nitions for pred-iates and `mode' and `attr' de�nitions for types (for an explanation of Mizar types,see setion 5 below). These are syntatially rather similar to the `fun' de�nitionsand will not be explained in detail.In the de�nition of funtions and prediates synonyms and antonyms an begiven and properties like ommutativity, symmetry, reexivity and irreexivity anbe indiated. The Mizar system will magially `know' about these things, andvariations on the same expression will behave like they are merely syntati variants.For instane beause the de�nition of � (in `ARYTM') is:2



definitionlet x,y be Element of REAL;pred x � y means6 lines of de�nition89 lines of orretness proofsynonym y � x;antonym y < x;antonym x > y;end;it doesn't matter whether one writes x < y or y > x. Also it means that theoremsabout < often also are usable (probably with a ontraposition of an impliation) toprove statements about �.3 TheoremsThe major part of a Mizar artile onsists of theorems (just like the major part ofa omputer program soure onsists of proedures/funtions). A theorem has theshape:theorem label: statementproofproof stepsend;An example of a theorem (from artile `IRRAT_1'):theorem T2:ex x, y st x is irrational & y is irrational &x.^.y is rationalproofset w = p2;H1: w is irrational by INT_2:44,T1;w>0 by AXIOMS:22,SQUARE_1:84;then (w.^.w).^.w = w.^.(w�w) by POWER:38.= w.^.(w2) by SQUARE_1:58.= w.^.2 by SQUARE_1:88.= w2 by POWER:53.= 2 by SQUARE_1:88;then H2: (w.^.w).^.w is rational by RAT_1:8;per ases;suppose H3: w.^.w is rational;take w, w;thus thesis by H1,H3;suppose H4: w.^.w is irrational;take w.^.w, w;thus thesis by H1,H2,H4;end;(Note that Mizar uses `high ASCII' haraters, like `p', `�' and `2' whih in theDOS harater set have ASCII odes 251, 249 and 253.) Various elements in thisexample will be disussed below.Mizar statements are those of the language of �rst order logi (using the key-words `ontradition', `not', `&', `or', `implies', `iff', `for . . . holds' and `ex3



. . . st'). The atomi formulas of this language either are instanes of prediates(often written as an in�x operator, with `=' being one of the most important), orstatements stating that an expression `is' a type or adjetive.The only slight deviation from this is that a ombination of a universal quan-ti�ation and an impliation is usually not written as:for variable holds (statement implies statement)but as:for variable st statement holds statementA soure of onfusion might be that Mizar has both `&' versus `and' and `st'versus `suh that'. The �rst variants are syntax of �rst order formulas, the seondvariants are keywords that are part of Mizar statements.Another `dupliation' is that Mizar has de�ned `fun' funtions (Mizar allsthose de�ned operations `funtors'), versus funtions in the underlying set theory(sets of Kuratowski pairs). An appliation of the �rst kind of funtion is writtenf(x) while that of the seond kind is f.x (with an in�x dot operator).A third suh `dupliation' is between `x 2 X' and `x is Element of X'. The�rst is the primitive binary prediate from set theory, the seond is a typing state-ment (saying that `x' has type `Element of X'). For eah set, `Element of' givesthe type of its elements. For instane: `REAL' is a set, but `Real' whih is de�nedto be `Element of REAL' is a type. So it is `x 2 REAL', but `x is Real' or `x isElement of REAL'.A Mizar proof onsists of a list of proof steps. Suh a proof step basially hasthe shape:label: statement by labels;For instane, an example of a Mizar proof step is:H1: w is irrational by INT_2:44,T1;Here the statement is `w is irrational', it's labeled `H1', and it's a onse-quene of the statements labeled `INT_2:44' and `T1', whih are::: INT_2:442 is prime(the 44th theorem from artile `INT_2') and:T1: p is prime implies sqrt p is irrational(whih was proved earlier in the same �le).A label in the list after the `by' keyword either is a label from an earlier theoremor proof step in the same �le, or it's a referene to a theorem from a di�erent Mizarartile. In the latter ase it looks like:artile name:sequene number(so while `loal' referenes are by name, `outside' referenes are by number). Onean look up these sequene numbers by browsing the `abstrat' �les of the library,whih are the artiles in whih automatially proofs have been removed and sequenenumbers have been inserted.Instead of referring to the label of the immediately preeding step, one may alsopre�x the proof step with the keyword `then'. So:4



A: statement by labels;B: next statement by A,more labels;an be written as:statement by labels;then B: next statement by more labels;Apart from these kind of steps (alled `di�use' reasoning steps) there are stepsthat relate to the statement that's being proved (`skeleton' steps). At eah momentthere is a `urrent' statement that has to be proved: the skeleton steps transformthat statement. For instane suppose that the statement to be proved looks like:A implies B & CThen the following skeleton proves it, using the `assume' and `thus' skeletonsteps:assume label: A;di�use stepsthus B by labels;more di�use stepsthus C by labels;After the `assume' step the statement to be proved has been redued to B & C.And after the �rst `thus' it has beome C.The ombination `then thus' isn't syntatially orret: it is written as `hene'.So `hene' means that the statement follows from the previous step (`then') andthat it is part of what was to be proved (`thus').So at eah moment in a Mizar proof there's a statement that's left to be proved.This statement may be referred to by the keyword `thesis'. Often a proof orsubproof ends with `hene thesis' (the Mizar library ontains this onstrution36885 times).The `assume' and `thus' steps orrespond in the system of natural dedution toimpliation introdution and onjuntion introdution. Other skeleton steps are:� `let' for universal introdution:let variable be type;� `onsider' for existential elimination:onsider variable being type suh that propertiesby labels;(the statements referred to by the labels have to justify the appropriate exis-tential statement)� `take' for existential introdution:take expression;� `per ases' for disjuntion elimination:per ases by labels;suppose label: statement;proof for the �rst asesuppose label: another statement;proof for the seond asemore ases 5



Not all natural dedution rules have a Mizar skeleton step for a ounterpart:some are handled as a di�use step.In Mizar a proof an ontain subproofs. The part of a proof step of the form:. . . by labels;is alled its justi�ation. It is not full �rst order provability, but some weaker variantthat an be deided quikly (approximately: in only one of the premises universalquantors may be instantiated; on the other hand it's quite good at reasoning fromtype information, at applying equalities, and at deduing existential statements).This `by' justi�ation sometimes isn't suÆient: so a statement also may also bejusti�ed by a full proof in the form:label: statementproofproof stepsend;Note that there is no semiolon after the statement (that semiolon would ountfor an `empty' justi�ation). In the ase that a full proof like this is given, thestatement an be omitted with the `now . . . end' onstrution:label:nowproof stepsend;In that ase the statement that is proved (that the label refers to) is `alulated'from the proof.Mizar also has support for equational reasoning. One an write:label: expression = expression by labels.= expression by labelsmore steps.= expression by labels;The transitivity of these equalities is handled automatially: the label will referto the equality of the initial and �nal expressions.And Mizar supports higher order statements. When invoking suh a `sheme'its name is not put after the keyword `by' but after the keyword `from', and ittakes arguments. These arguments are not the `higher order parameters' whih arebetween braes in the de�nition of the sheme (those are determined automatially),but instead the `onditions' after the `provided'.The sheme for doing indution on natural numbers is de�ned (in artile `NAT_1')by: sheme Ind { P[Nat℄ } :for k holds P[k℄providedA1: P[0℄ andA2: for k st P[k℄ holds P[k+1℄16 lines of proof omitted(the square brakets mean that P is a prediate: funtions are written with roundbrakets; even when suh a parameter funtion is a onstant those brakets have tobe written). The `Ind' sheme then is applied like:label: statement from Ind(label,label);in whih the two labels refer to the instanes of the two `provided' statements thatthis sheme needs (whih of ourse are the base and indution step ases).6



4 SyntaxExpressions in a Mizar text look rather mathematial. This is aused by two things:the Mizar library uses the high ASCII part of the DOS harater set (whih ontainslots of `mathematial' symbols) and in Mizar-expressions various styles of operatorsare allowed (pre�x, post�x, in�x and `braket-like').The Mizar lexial syntax isn't �xed. In fat, a Mizar artile generally onsistsof two �les: the artile �le (with a name ending with `.miz') and the voabulary�le (ending with `.vo'; whih has to be in a subdiretory alled `dit' in order forthe system to be able to �nd it). This last kind of �le presents lexial elements. Itontains both the `identi�ers' from the de�nitions as well as the operator symbols.Suh a voabulary �le ontains for eah lexial element a line that starts with aapital letter giving the lexial ategory of the symbol (the symbols for funtions,prediates, modes, et. all have di�erent lexial ategories), then the symbol itselfand then possibly a priority.So the Mizar library really onsists of a number of artiles together with anumber of voabularies. The artiles an be browsed in soure format, but thevoabularies are only present in `ompiled' form. The program `findvo -w' isused to �nd out from whih voabulary a spei� symbol omes. For instane theommand:findvo -w .has as output:voabulary: FUNCO. 100whih tells us that `.' is an operator symbol (at the lexial level there's no di�erenebetween in�x, pre�x or post�x operators, so it an be used in all three ways) fromthe voabulary `FUNC' and that it has priority 100 (if there are multiple de�nitionsof a `.' operator they all have this priority).For the analysis of the expression:f.xthree aspets an be distinguished: the lexial analysis (there are three tokens: `f',`.' and `x'), the way the expression has to be parsed (the pattern from:reserve x for set;reserve f for Funtion;definitionlet f,x;fun f.x -> set means:: FUNCT_1:def 4[x,it℄ 2 f if x 2 dom f otherwise it = 0;end;is the one that applies here) and the `notion' that it refers to (the `meaning' of the `.'operator). These three aspets orrespond exatly to the `voabulary', `notation'and `onstrutors' diretives in the `environ' header of an artile. So in order tobe able to proess this `f.x' expression orretly, the diretives:voabulary FUNC;notation FUNCT_1;onstrutors FUNCT_1; 7



have to be present. Note that, although often the names of a voabulary and theartile it belongs to are idential, this need not be the ase (here it's FUNC versusFUNCT_1): the `name spaes' of artile names and voabulary names are separate.Although it's quite hard to get the `environ' header of an artile right, thesethree diretives are the ones that are most diÆult to understand. The `theorems',`shemes' and `lusters' diretives are straightforward: in order to be able to usea theorem, sheme or luster from an artile, the name of that artile has to bepresent in the appropriate diretive.The `definitions' diretive is only about de�nitional expansion (what in typetheory is alled `delta redution'). This diretive says that the Mizar system isallowed to `unfold' all de�nitions from the artiles that are listed. The theorems(with `def' in front of the number) that stem from de�nitions are theorems , and therelevant diretive for them is the `theorems' diretive. The `definitions' diretiveis used rarely.The `requirements' diretive urrently has only one possible instane:requirements ARYTM;It means that the Mizar system will `know' about natural numbers and aboutsome identities and inequalities between them.For instane the inequality1<>0;doesn't need any justi�ation when the ARYTM requirement is present.A Mizar operator an take more than two arguments, but in that ase braketshave to be around them and ommas in between. So legal post�x operators are:x f(x) f(x,y) f. . .and for instane a legal in�x operator is:(x,y) f (z,v,w)Note that the `ordinary' funtion appliation notation �ts this paradigm.Funtion identi�ers and operator symbols have type `O' in a voabulary �le. InMizar also braket-like notation is allowed: for this the voabulary types `K' and `L'are present. Beause `<*' has type `K' and `*>' has type `L' (both from voabulary`FINSEQ'), the expression:<* x *>is a legal pattern (it denotes a one element �nite sequene).5 TypesAlthough the semantis of Mizar is untyped set theory (the axioms of Mizar are theZF axioms plus a rather strong axiom { whih implies the axiom of hoie { aboutthe existene of arbitrarily large unreahable ardinals), the language itself is typed.But the types are a property of the expressions of the language, not of the objets(the sets) whih those expressions refer to, so the language is not based on `typetheory'. Types are used to disambiguate expressions (operators an be overloadedand are determined by the types of their arguments) and for reasoning.Mizar typings are either written as: 8



variable be typeor as:variable being type(in a `let' one probably would use the �rst and in a `for' one would use the seond:but both variants may be used everywhere).Mizar types are built from `modes' and `attributes'. A Mizar type is an in-stane of a mode (whih is a parametrised type), possibly pre�xed with a numberof adjetives (an adjetive is an attribute or the negation of an attribute).For instane, in the type:non empty Subset of NATthe mode `Subset' is applied to the expression `NAT' (whih denotes the set ofnatural numbers) giving the type `Subset of NAT'. To this type then the adjetive`non empty' has been added, whih is the negation of the attribute `empty'.Every Mizar type has an anestor type. This leads to a tree-like type hierarhyof whih the root type is `Any' (or its synonym `set'). At every node of this treethere is a `Boolean algebra'-like struture given by the adjetives. The Mizar systemknows how to `widen' types following this struture.In Mizar it's possible to give an expression some expliit type. For this there isthe `reonsider' onstrution, whih is a variant of the `set' statement. The wayto loally name an expression in Mizar is:set variable = expression;After this, variable behaves like expression has been substituted for it every-where. A `reonsider' is like that, only then the expression gets a di�erent type.It looks like:reonsider variable = expression as typeby labels;(Note that the `onsider' and `reonsider' statements are not related: the�rst uses an existential statement to �nd a new objet with some properties, theseond `asts' an already known objet given by an expression to some type.)The type mahinery of Mizar is rather well developed. In partiular Mizarhas so-alled `lusters' to be able to automatially dedue extra type information:lusters allow the Mizar system to manipulate sets of adjetives. There are threekind of luster de�nitions: the �rst kind states that some ombination of adjetivesgives a non-empty type (this needs to be known to the system, beause Mizar typesall have to be provably non-empty), the seond kind tells that some ombinationof adjetives implies other adjetives, and the third kind tells that an expression ofsome shape has some adjetives.An example of the �rst kind of luster (from artile `HIDDEN') is:definitionluster non empty set;end;(there's no proof beause `HIDDEN' and `TARSKI' are the two `speial' artiles whihsupply the axiomatis of Mizar). It states that the type `non empty set' is inhab-ited. If this luster weren't known, something like:let X be non empty set; 9



wouldn't be allowed, beause in that ase the system wouldn't know that `nonempty set' is a properly non-empty type.An example of the seond kind of luster statement (from `BINTREE1') is:definitionluster binary -> finite-order Tree;28 lines of proof omittedend;This says that every expression that has type `binary Tree' has the adje-tive `finite-order' as well (so it really has the more informative type `binaryfinite-order Tree').A third kind of luster (from `ABIAN'):definitionlet i be even Integer;luster i+1 -> odd;5 lines of proof omittedend;This last kind of luster is very powerful, beause lots of properties of expressionsan be derived automatially with it, but it sometimes signi�antly slows down thesystem.Mizar has the `redefine' statement, whih means that an operation an havemultiple de�nitions in whih all but the �rst one have a `redefine' keyword added.Those rede�nitions may be underspei�ed (all other information is opied from theoriginal de�nition), they may be de�ned on a smaller set of arguments, but they dohave to be proved `ompatible' with the original de�nition.This an be used to give the same operation multiple types. For instane beauseof (from `NAT_1'):reserve k,n for Nat;definitionlet n,k;redefine fun n+k -> Nat;18 lines of proof omittedend;the Mizar system knows that the sum of two natural numbers will be a naturalnumber (beause the `rede�ned' version of the operation is syntatially seletedwhen the arguments are natural numbers: for that the artiles in the `notation'diretive have to be in the proper order) even although the addition operationoriginally was de�ned for real numbers (and in that de�nition has type Real).But beause of the `redefine', although the rede�nition has type Nat, all existingtheorems about the original operation of type Real still apply for it as well.6 SemantisThe semantis of Mizar is fairly straightforward. Mizar is about ZF style set theorywith �rst order logi.However, there is the subtlety of unde�ned expressions. The semantis of Mizar`solves' the problem of unde�ned expressions in a way that leads to some unexpetedproperties. Firstly it means that types are not only `syntati sugar' oding predi-ates (instead they `mean' something on the level of the semantis). And seondly10



it means that the axiom of hoie is provable from the way Mizar implements �rstorder logi.A Mizar `fun' operation an have preonditions. The proof that the operationis well de�ned uses these preonditions. However, when applying suh an operationthere is no need to prove that the preonditions hold: they may be false. So, whilefor instane a preondition of division is that the denominator has to be unequal tozero, one is allowed to write expressions like 1/0.The semantis of Mizar doesn't tell anything about the result of applying anoperation for whih the preonditions fail. If the preonditions are true, the de�ningstatement from the de�nition is guaranteed to hold; but when the preonditions arefalse, you don't know anything. So 1/0 is an unknown objet. A di�erent way oflooking at this is that the funtion that maps Mizar expressions to their meaningisn't unique: on `unde�ned' expressions it an take any value.The one exeption to this rule is that the type of an unde�ned expression stillhas to apply. So, although we don't know what 1/0 is, we do know that it hasto be a real number (as the division operation has type `Real'). So the de�ningstatement (whih is a prediate on the objet that's being de�ned) is not relevantwhen the preonditions fail, but the type is.This di�erene in semantial treatment of unary prediates and types odingthose prediates is lear from the following example. Let `something' be some(irrelevant) statement. Then write:reserve X for set;definitionlet X;assume A: ontradition;fun hoie(X) -> Element of X means:Def_hoie: something;orretness by A;end;definitionlet X;assume A: ontradition;fun hoie1(X) means:Def_hoie1: it is Element of X & something;orretness by A;end;(Beause the preondition is `ontradition' of ourse these operations are wellde�ned whenever the preonditions hold.) The `hoie' and `hoie1' funtionsseem minor variations of eah other. But beause of the way the semantis treatsunde�ned expressions we an prove:theorem AC:hoie(X) is Element of X;but we an't prove:theorem AC1:hoie1(X) is Element of Xproofthus thesis by Def_hoie1;::> *4end; 11



(The *4 line is the error message that the `mizf' heker inserts in the �le, number4 meaning that the `by' inferene doesn't hold. It is explained by the Mizar hekeras `This inferene is not aepted'.)Note that theorem `AC' gives a `uniform' axiom of hoie. (The axiom of hoiealso follows from Mizar's set-theoretial axioms, but it learly already is `hard wired'in the way Mizar treats �rst order logi.)The meaning of the type `Element of X' when X is an empty set, is some un-known but non-empty lass (all Mizar types are non-empty). In Mizar the state-ment:ex x st x is Element of ;(stating that there exists some `Element of ;') is provable (`onsider x beingElement of ;; take x;'). But the seemingly ontraditory statement:not ex x st x 2 ;is provable as well, beause it's a theorem of ZF. (This does not mean that thesemantis of Mizar isn't sound, but just that `Element of' has a strange interpre-tation.) One would expet the de�nition of the `Element' mode (in `HIDDEN') tohave preondition `X is non empty', but this is not the ase.In order to `build' mathematial strutures, Mizar also has `strut' types. Theyare de�ned like:strut(anestor strut) strut name (#�eld name -> type,�eld name -> type,more �elds�eld name -> type#)(The `(#' and `#)' brakets may be replaed with high ASCII haraters lookinglike `<<' and `>>': in fat this notation is the more ommon one.)An objet of suh a strut type is then written like:strut name (# value,value, . . . value #)and a �eld is seleted from a strut by:the �eld name of strut expressionAs an example of a strut, here is the way topologial spaes are introdued inMizar (from artiles `STRUCT_0' and `PRE_TOPC'):strut 1-sorted (#arrier -> set#);strut(1-sorted) TopStrut (#arrier -> set,topology -> Subset-Family of the arrier#);definitionlet IT be TopStrut;attr IT is TopSpae-like meansthe arrier of IT 2 the topology of IT &12



(for a being Subset-Family of the arrier of ITst a = the topology of ITholds union a 2 the topology of IT) &(for a,b being Subset of the arrier of IT sta 2 the topology of IT & b 2 the topology of ITholds a \ b 2 the topology of IT);end;definitionmode TopSpae is TopSpae-like TopStrut;end;The spei� semantis of struts in terms of the underlying set theory is notreally interesting: some ad ho oding will do the job (hoosing some set for the�eld names and interpreting the strut as a partial funtion from that set willwork). Beause of the way strut types widen, an objet will also be of a struttype if it has more �elds than is required by the de�nition. The adjetive `strit'means that suh extra �elds should be absent.7 Comparison To CoqThe Mizar system is quite dissimilar to systems from the LCF tradition like Coq.We here will ompare Mizar spei�ally to Coq, but a similar omparison holds toother LCF-like systems like HOL, Nuprl, Isabelle, et.The most striking di�erene between Mizar and Coq is that Mizar is a bathheker whih heks a whole �le at a time (the `�proof' keyword gives some ontrolin this respet by allowing one to suppress the heking of spei� proofs), while Coqis an interative system (this is similar to the di�erene in spirit between ompiledand interpreted programming languages). One of the plaes that this shows is inthe readability of the formalizations: a Coq �le is just a long list of `ommands', soit has a linear struture and the ommands aren't designed for readability, while aMizar text has muh more struture and is quite aessible without having to `run'the �le.Another di�erene is that Mizar doesn't have `proof objets': the system doesn'tredue its orretness to the orretness of a small `kernel' that only knows abouta few primitives. There also is a di�erene in the kind of logi in the two systems:Coq's kernel is based on `type theory' whih naturally has a onstrutive logi, whileMizar is very muh a lassial system.The Mizar projet has more automation than Coq and it has less automation.The step used most in Mizar is the `by' inferene; in Coq the ommon tatis aremore elementary than that. The `by' inferene knows how to reason with types,it is able to use equalities and it's able to logially ombine the information frommany statements (the maximum: 22 statements in `GENEALG1'). While it's not full�rst order inferene its power is lose to the kind of reasoning steps a human wouldtake (the Mizar system has the `relinfer' program to eliminate superuous steps,and running it shows that `by' is more powerful than one tends to expet). So forthe majority of the steps Mizar is more powerful than Coq. On the other hand,the Coq system isn't `losed', it an be extended with arbitrarily powerful `tatis'.These tatis, like `Omega' and `Ring', are able to solve involved domain spei�tasks and don't have a Mizar ounterpart. Also, the Coq system is able to `reet'on algorithms: it's able to state an algorithm inside the system, to prove that itis orret, and then to exeute it, making it possible to extend the system `fromwithin'. This also is a reason that Coq is, in a sense, more powerful than Mizar.13



Another di�erene between Mizar and Coq is that Coq mainly reasons bakwardsfrom the statement that is to be proved, while Mizar reasons forwards. Basiallythe Mizar `skeleton' steps orrespond to the Coq tatis and redue the statementthat's to be proved, while the `di�use' steps reason forward from already knownstatements. Most of the steps in a Mizar proof are di�use steps.A di�erene that's not so muh a di�erene between the languages or systems,as well as a di�erene between the projets, is that the Mizar projet has givena big priority to the development of a large and organized library. The Mizarsystem intentionally makes it hard to reate projets of more than a few �les (it ispossible, but the system gets slow), stimulating Mizar users to submit their workfor integration into the Mizar library. And the Mizar library is ontinuously beingreorganized and hanged by the Mizar group (the `library ommittee'), turning itinto a strutured and onsistent whole. This wouldn't be possible if they didn't`own' the �les.Here's an example of a hange that has been made to the Mizar library atsome time. In the Mizar library the real numbers are onstruted from the rationalnumbers as Dedekind uts. But in the onstrution of the set `REAL' it `uts out' theopy of the rationals and `glues in' the `original' rationals (similarly the integers areglued inside the rationals and the natural numbers glued inside the integers). Thatway the natural numbers are a subset of the reals but also the natural numbers arethe natural natural numbers, i.e., the �nite ordinals. So the real number 0 is thenatural number 0 is the empty set. This utting-and-pasting of sets of numbersis a `hak', but it also is quite nie. The omplex numbers don't ontain the realnumbers in this fashion yet, but a hange like this `to put the real numbers insidethe omplex numbers' has been planned.So the Mizar library is signi�antly more well developed than the Coq library.For instane it already ontains a full onstrution of the real numbers (the Coqlibrary only has the real numbers axiomatially) with lots of properties proved.(On the other hand, the Mizar library urrently doesn't yet ontain a de�nitionof the rather elementary notion of `polynomial' so it's not that rih yet.) AlsoMizar is muh more mathematial than Coq. Mizar is primarily about abstratmathematis while Coq has muh more a fous on topis from omputer sienelike proving funtional programs orret.Yet another di�erene: Coq is muh more `mainstream siene' than Mizar.Mizar is an old-fashioned system that not many people know (if we take the fairassumption that every Mizar user has written an artile for the Mizar library thenthere are 117 people in the world knowing Mizar), there is hardly any doumentationabout it and it doesn't run on the usual platform for this kind of system (whihis a Sun running Unix). On the other hand Coq atively follows the theoretialdevelopments from the type theory ommunity, it's well known, has many users, iswell doumented and is available for all major platforms.John Harrrison has written a `Mizar mode' for HOL. To reate a Mizar interfaefor a LCF style prover like HOL or Coq, one has to write a tati that is able todo `by' inferene (Harrison deided to implement full �rst order provability, whihis more powerful but less eÆient), and one has to write a parser for the Mizarsyntax. Beause the semantis and the type systems of Mizar and Coq are not thesame, there are di�erenes there to be bridged too. Having a system that ombinesthe strengths of Mizar and Coq will be nie (it will be a `Mizar' that has proofobjets) but doing it by `enhaning' Coq will be rather inelegant (there will bedupliations of funtionality) and ineÆient. And really, from the point of view ofthe mathematially inlined user Mizar already ontains everything that one needs.
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B GrammarMizar-Artile =`environ'f `voabulary' File-Name-List `;' j( `notation' j`onstrutors' j`lusters' j`definitions' j`theorems' j`shemes' ) File-Name-List `;' j`requirements' File-Name-List `;' g( `begin' f Text-Item g ) f . . . g .Text-Item =`reserve' Identi�er-List `for' Type-Expression-List `;' j`definition'f De�nition-Item g[ `redefine' f De�nition-Item g ℄`end' `;' jStruture-De�nition j`theorem' Proposition Justi�ation `;' j[ `sheme' ℄ Identi�er`{' ( Identi�er-List `[' Type-Expression-List `℄' jIdenti�er-List `(' Type-Expression-List `)' `->' Type-Expression )f `,' . . . g `}'`:' Formula-Expression[ `provided' Proposition f `and' . . . g ℄Justi�ation `;' jAuxiliary-Item j`aneled' [ Numeral ℄ `;' .De�nition-Item =Assumption jAuxiliary-Item jStruture-De�nition j`mode' M-Symbol [ `of' Identi�er-List ℄( [ `->' Type-Expression ℄ [ `means' De�niens ℄ `;'Corretness-Conditions j`is' Type-Expression `;' )f `synonym' M-Symbol [ `of' Identi�er-List ℄ `;' g j`fun' Funtor-Pattern [ `->' Type-Expression ℄[ ( `means' j `equals' ) De�niens ℄ `;'Corretness-Conditionsf `ommutativity' Justi�ation `;' gf `synonym' Funtor-Pattern `;' g j`pred' Prediate-Pattern [ `means' De�niens ℄ `;'Corretness-Conditionsf `symmetry' Justi�ation `;' j`onnetedness' Justi�ation `;' j`reflexivity' Justi�ation `;' j`irreflexivity' Justi�ation `;' gf ( `synonym' j `antonym' ) Prediate-Pattern `;' g j
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`attr' Identi�er `is' V-Symbol `means' De�niens `;'[ Corretness-Conditions ℄f ( `synonym' j `antonym' )( Identi�er `is' V-Symbol j Prediate-Pattern ) `;' g j`aneled' [ Numeral ℄ j`luster' Adjetive-Cluster Type-Expression `;' Corretness-Conditions j`luster' Adjetive-Cluster `->' Adjetive-Cluster Type-Expression `;'Corretness-Conditions j`luster' Term-Expression `->' Adjetive-Cluster `;'Corretness-Conditions .Struture-De�nition =`strut' [ `(' Type-Expression-List `)' ℄ G-Symbol [ `over' Identi�er-List ℄`(#' ( U-Symbol f `,' . . . g `->' Type-Expression ) f `,' . . . g `#)' `;' .De�niens =[ `:' Identi�er `:' ℄ ( Formula-Expression j Term-Expression ) j[ `:' Identi�er `:' ℄( ( Formula-Expression j Term-Expression ) `if' Formula-Expression )f `,' . . . g[ `otherwise' ( Formula-Expression j Term-Expression ) ℄ .Funtor-Pattern =[ Funtor-Loi ℄ O-Symbol [ Funtor-Loi ℄ jK-Symbol Identi�er-List L-Symbol .Funtor-Loi =Identi�er j`(' Identi�er-List `)' .Prediate-Pattern = [ Identi�er-List ℄ R-Symbol [ Identi�er-List ℄ .Corretness-Conditions =f `existene' Justi�ation `;' j`uniqueness' Justi�ation `;' j`oherene' Justi�ation `;' j`ompatibility' Justi�ation `;' j`onsisteny' Justi�ation `;' g[ `orretness' Justi�ation `;' ℄ .Justi�ation =Simple-Justi�ation j( `proof' j `�proof' ) Reasoning `end' .Reasoning =f Reasoning-Item g[ `per' `ases' Simple-Justi�ation `;'( ( `ase' ( Proposition j Conditions ) `;' f Reasoning-Item g )f . . . g j( `suppose' ( Proposition j Conditions ) `;' f Reasoning-Item g )f . . . g ) ℄ .Reasoning-Item =Auxiliary-Item jAssumption j( `thus' j `hene' ) Statement j`take' ( Term-Expression j Identi�er `=' Term-Expression ) f `,' . . . g `;' .Auxiliary-Item =[ `then' ℄ Statement j`set' ( Identi�er `=' Term-Expression ) f `,' . . . g `;' j17



`deffun' Identi�er `(' [ Type-Expression-List ℄ `)' `=' Term-Expression j`defpred' Identi�er `[' [ Type-Expression-List ℄ `℄' `means'Formula-Expression .Assumption =( `let' j `given' ) Quali�ed-Variables [ `suh' Conditions ℄ `;' j`assume' ( Proposition j Conditions ) `;' .Statement =[ `then' ℄( Proposition Justi�ation `;' j`onsider' Quali�ed-Variables [ `suh' Conditions ℄Simple-Justi�ation `;' j`reonsider'( Identi�er `=' Term-Expression j Identi�er ) f `,' . . . g`as' Type-Expression Simple-Justi�ation `;' jTerm-Expression `=' Term-Expression Simple-Justi�ation`.=' ( Term-Expression Simple-Justi�ation ) f `.=' . . . g ) j[ Identi�er `:' ℄ `now' Reasoning `end' `;' .Simple-Justi�ation =[ `by' Referene f `,' . . . g ℄ j`from' Identi�er [ `(' Referene f `,' . . . g `)' ℄ .Referene =Identi�er jFile-Name `:' ( Numeral j `def' Numeral ) f `,' . . . g .Conditions = `that' Proposition f `and' . . . g .Proposition = [ Identi�er `:' ℄ Formula-Expression .Formula-Expression =`(' Formula-Expression `)' j[ Term-Expression-List ℄ R-Symbol [ Term-Expression-List ℄ jIdenti�er [ `[' Term-Expression-List `℄' ℄ jTerm-Expression `is' f [ `non' ℄ V-Symbol g jTerm-Expression `is' Type-Expression jQuanti�ed-Formula-Expression jFormula-Expression `&' Formula-Expression jFormula-Expression `or' Formula-Expression jFormula-Expression `implies' Formula-Expression jFormula-Expression `iff' Formula-Expression j`not' Formula-Expression j`ontradition' j`thesis' .Quanti�ed-Formula-Expression =`for' Quali�ed-Variables [ `st' Formula-Expression ℄( `holds' Formula-Expression j Quanti�ed-Formula-Expression ) j`ex' Quali�ed-Variables `st' Formula-Expression .Quali�ed-Variables =Identi�er-List j( Identi�er-List ( `being' j `be' ) Type-Expression ) f `,' . . . g[ `,' Identi�er-List ℄ .Type-Expression =`(' Type-Expression `)' jAdjetive-Cluster M-Symbol [ `of' Term-Expression-List ℄ jAdjetive-Cluster G-Symbol [ `over' Term-Expression-List ℄ .18



Adjetive-Cluster = f [ `non' ℄ V-Symbol g .Term-Expression =`(' Term-Expression `)' j[ Arguments ℄ O-Symbol [ Arguments ℄ jK-Symbol Term-Expression-List L-Symbol jIdenti�er `(' [ Term-Expression-List ℄ `)' jG-Symbol `(#' Term-Expression-List `#)' jIdenti�er j`{' Term-Expression[ ( `where' Identi�er-List `is' Type-Expression ) f `,' . . . g ℄`:' Formula-Expression `}' jNumeral jTerm-Expression `qua' Type-Expression j`the' U-Symbol `of' Term-Expression j`the' U-Symbol j`$1' j `$2' j `$3' j `$4' j `$5' j `$6' j `$7' j `$8' j`it' .Arguments =Term-Expression j`(' Term-Expression-List `)' .File-Name-List = File-Name f `,' . . . g .Identi�er-List = Identi�er f `,' . . . g .Type-Expression-List = Type-Expression f `,' . . . g .Term-Expression-List = Term-Expression f `,' . . . g .C AxiomsHere are the unde�ned notions and axioms of the Mizar system: everything in theMizar library is de�ned and proved from just this. (This is the ontent of artiles`HIDDEN' and `TARSKI'. Axiom `TARSKI:8' was omitted beause it's derivable from`TARSKI:def 5'.)definition mode Any; synonym set; end;reserve x,y,z,u for Any, N,M,X,Y,Z for set;definition let x,y; pred x = y; reflexivity; symmetry; antonym x <> y; end;definition let x,X; pred x 2 X; antisymmetry; end;definition let X; attr X is empty; end;definition luster empty set; luster non empty set; end;definition fun ; -> empty set; end;definition let X; mode Element of X; end;definition let X; fun bool X -> non empty set; end;definition let X; mode Subset of X is Element of bool X; end;definition let X be non empty set; luster non empty Subset of X; end;definition let X,Y; pred X = Y; reflexivity; end;definition let D be non empty set, X be non empty Subset of D;redefine mode Element of X -> Element of D;end;theorem (for x holds x 2 X iff x 2 Y) implies X = Y;definition let y; fun {y} -> set means x 2 it iff x = y;let z; fun {y,z} -> set means x 2 it iff x = y or x = z;ommutativity; 19



end;definition let y; luster {y} -> non empty;let z; luster {y,z} -> non empty;end;definition let X,Y; redefine pred X = Y means x 2 X implies x 2 Y; end;definition let X;fun union X -> set means x 2 it iff ex Y st x 2 Y & Y 2 X;end;theorem X = bool Y iff for Z holds Z 2 X iff Z = Y;theorem x 2 X implies ex Y st Y 2 X & not ex x st x 2 X & x 2 Y;sheme Fraenkel {A()->set, P[Any,Any℄}:ex X st for x holds x 2 X iff ex y st y 2 A() & P[y,x℄providedfor x,y,z st P[x,y℄ & P[x,z℄ holds y = z;definition let x,y; fun [x,y℄ equals {{x,y},{x}}; end;definition let X,Y;pred X � Y means ex Z st(for x st x 2 X ex y st y 2 Y & [x,y℄ 2 Z) &(for y st y 2 Y ex x st x 2 X & [x,y℄ 2 Z) &for x,y,z,u st [x,y℄ 2 Z & [z,u℄ 2 Z holds x = z iff y = u;end;:: Axiom der unerreihbaren Mengentheorem ex M st N 2 M &(for X,Y holds X 2 M & Y = X implies Y 2 M) &(for X holds X 2 M implies bool X 2 M) &(for X holds X = M implies X � M or X 2 M);D Complete ExampleHere is an example of a omplete Mizar text: it's the artile `UNIALG_1' fromthe Mizar library, artile number 303 by Jaros law Kotowiz, Beata Madras andMa lgorzata Korolkiewiz [2℄. It de�nes the type `Universal_Algebra' (togetherwith the notions of `arity' and `signature') whih is the Mizar implementation of`one-sorted algebras' from the theory of universal algebra.We both give here the `abstrat' �le `UNIALG_1.ABS' as well as the full Mizarartile `UNIALG_1.MIZ'. Interspersed are explanations. Sometimes the explanationsontain Mizar text from other artiles: the main text of the `UNIALG_1' artile anbe reognized beause it is not indented and beause it has line numbers in the leftmargin.D.1 AbstratIn order to �nd out what's in an artile from the Mizar library, one generally onlylooks at its `abstrat' �le. This is generated automatially from the full artile. Init all proofs have been removed and `sequene numbers' like `UNIALG_1:5' for thetheorems and `UNIALG_1:def 11' for the de�nitions have been inserted automati-ally.1 :: Basi Notation of Universal Algebra2 :: by Jaros{\l}aw Kotowiz, Beata Madras and Ma{\l}gorzata Korolkiewiz3 ::4 :: Reeived Deember 29, 19925 :: Copyright () 1992 Assoiation of Mizar Users7 environ9 voabulary UNIALG, PFUNC1, FINSEQ, FUNC_REL, FUNC, FINITER2, PBOOLE, UNIALG_D;10 notation ARYTM, NAT_1, STRUCT_0, TARSKI, RELAT_1, FUNCT_1, FINSEQ_1, FUNCOP_1,11 PARTFUN1, ZF_REFLE;12 lusters TARSKI, FINSEQ_1, RELSET_1, STRUCT_0, ARYTM, PARTFUN1, FUNCOP_1;20



13 onstrutors FINSEQ_4, STRUCT_0, ZF_REFLE, FUNCOP_1, PARTFUN1;14 requirements ARYTM;This is the `environ' header of the artile. It mentions the various voabularies(in the `voabulary' diretive) and artiles (in the `notation', `lusters' and`onstrutors' diretives) from the Mizar library that the artile uses. The onlyspeial items in this header are the voabulary `UNIALG' whih is the one that's`speial' to this artile, and the `ARYTM' label, whih is neither a voabulary namenor an artile name.The voabulary �le `UNIALG.VOC' is not expliitely present in the Mizar distri-bution but only as part of the `ompiled' voabulary library `MML.VCB'. However, itan be printed with the ommand `listvo UNIALG':GUAStrUharatVhomogeneousVquasi_totalVpartialOOpers 128MUniversal_AlgebraOarity 128OsignatureThese are the `fun' (`O'), `mode' (`M'), `attr' (`V'), `strut' (`G') and `strut�eld' (`U') symbols whih are `new' to this artile. These symbols orrespond to thede�nitions from lines 62, 63, 75, 82, 105, /, 142, 150 and 161 of the abstrat, andlines 153, 154, 176, 182, 257, /, 343, 351 and 395 of the full artile. The operation`Opers' does not appear in this artile, but is de�ned in artile `UNIALG_2' (bothartiles share the voabulary).17 beginA Mizar artile onsists of one or more `setions', eah of whih starts with`begin' (there is no orresponding `end'). This artile only has one setion.20 reserve A for set,21 a for Element of A,22 x,y for FinSequene of A,23 h for PartFun of A*,A ,24 n,m for Nat,25 z for set;These reservations are straight-forward: note that some of them only an beused when there's an `A' in sope.The most interesting type from this list is that of `h':PartFun of A*,AThe post�x operator `*' is de�ned in artile `FINSEQ_1' (the easiest way todetermine this is to lik on it in the web version2 of the Mizar library) as:definition let D be set;fun D* -> set means x 2 it iff x is FinSequene of D;end;(de�nitions as presented here are taken from the abstrats and so don't ontainproofs), with the operator symbol `*' de�ned in voabulary `FINSEQ' as:2<http://www.mizar.org/JFM/mmlident.html>21



O* 128while the mode `FinSequene' omes from the same artile:definition let n;fun Seg n -> set equals { k : 1 � k & k � n };end;definition let IT be Relation;attr IT is FinSequene-like means ex n st dom IT = Seg n;end;definitionmode FinSequene is FinSequene-like Funtion;end;definition let D be set;mode FinSequene of D -> FinSequene means rng it = D;end;The `PartFun' mode is de�ned in artile `PARTFUN1' as:definition let X,Y;mode PartFun of X,Y is Funtion-like Relation of X,Y;end;so `PartFun of A*,A' means `partial funtion from A* to A'. The general way toname a mode is:mode-name of parameter,parameter,. . .whih explains the slightly unnatural syntax.27 definition let A;28 let IT be PartFun of A*,A;29 attr IT is homogeneous means30 :: UNIALG_1:def 131 for x,y st x 2 dom IT & y 2 dom IT holds len x = len y;32 end;34 definition let A;35 let IT be PartFun of A*,A;36 attr IT is quasi_total means37 :: UNIALG_1:def 238 for x,y st len x = len y & x 2 dom IT holds y 2 dom IT;39 end;41 definition let A be non empty set;42 luster homogeneous quasi_total non empty PartFun of A*,A;43 end;This luster states that the type:homogeneous quasi_total non empty PartFun of A*,Ais inhabited. It is needed (beause Mizar types have to be non-empty) to be allowedto use the adjetives `homogeneous', `quasi_total' and `non empty' (alone or inombination) with types of the form `PartFun of A*,A'. Without it for instanethe types:homogeneous quasi_total non empty PartFun of A*,Ahomogeneous non empty PartFun of A*,Ahomogeneous non emptyPartFun of (the arrier of U)*,the arrier of Uin lines 50, 149 and 165-166 of this abstrat wouldn't be legal (in the proofs thereappear 11 more types like this). 22



45 theorem :: UNIALG_1:146 h is non empty iff dom h <> ;;48 theorem :: UNIALG_1:249 for A being non empty set, a being Element of A50 holds {<;>A} -->a is homogeneous quasi_total non empty PartFun of A*,A;The operator <;>A denotes the empty �nite sequene with elements of type A.It is de�ned in artile `FINSEQ_1' as:definition redefine fun ;; synonym <;>; end;definition let D be set;fun <;>(D) -> empty FinSequene of D equals <;>;end;where the operator symbol `<;>' is from voabulary `FINSEQ':O<;> 254In this, `;' is the name of the empty set as introdued in artile `HIDDEN':definitionfun ; -> empty set;end;and voabulary `HIDDEN':O; 128(Beause `HIDDEN' is one of the two �les presenting the axioms of the Mizar systemthere is no `means' or `equals' in this de�nition. Also, the `HIDDEN' artile and the`HIDDEN' voabulary are always present and so they don't need to be listed in the`environ' header of the artile.)The braes `{ . . . }' denote the one element set. It is de�ned in artile `TARSKI':definition let y;fun {y} -> set means x 2 it iff x = y;end;The symbols `{' and `}' our on their own in the Mizar syntax too, and are not ina voabulary.The in�x operator `-->' reates a onstant funtion on a set. It is de�ned inartile `FUNCOP_1':definition let A, a be set;fun A --> a -> set equals [:A, {a}:℄;end;and voabulary `FINITER2':O--> 16Here [: . . . :℄ is the Cartesian produt from artile `ZFMISC_1':definition let X1,X2;fun [: X1,X2 :℄ meansz 2 it iff ex x,y st x 2 X1 & y 2 X2 & z = [x,y℄;end;and `[ . . .℄' is the Kuratowski pair from artile `TARSKI':definitionfun [x,y℄ equals {{x,y},{x}};end; 23



52 theorem :: UNIALG_1:353 for A being non empty set, a being Element of A54 holds {<;>A} -->a is Element of PFuns(A*,A);The fun `PFuns' is de�ned in artile `PARTFUN1':definition let X,Y;fun PFuns(X,Y) -> set meansx 2 it iffex f being Funtion st x = f & dom f = X & rng f = Y;end;56 definition let A;57 mode PFunFinSequene of A -> FinSequene of PFuns(A*,A) means58 :: UNIALG_1:def 359 not ontradition;60 end;Despite what the oÆial Mizar grammar (appendix B on page 16) suggests, theredundant haraterization `means not ontradition' may not be omitted.62 strut (1-sorted) UAStr hh arrier -> set,63 harat -> PFunFinSequene of the arrierii;So the strut `UAStr' that underlies the implementation of the notion of `al-gebra' in Mizar has two �elds: `arrier' whih is the `sort' of the algebra, and`harat' whih is the sequene of `funtions' of the algebra.The anestor strut `1-sorted' is de�ned in artile `STRUCT_0':definitionstrut 1-sorted hharrier -> setii;end;65 definition66 luster non empty strit UAStr;67 end;This luster states that there exists a non empty strit UAStr. It is not usedin this artile.Note that beause the type `UAStr' widens to `1-sorted', whih is narrowerthan `set', the adjetive `non empty' refers to the de�nition:definition let S be 1-sorted;attr S is empty means the arrier of S is empty;end;from artile `STRUCT_0', instead of to the de�nition:definition let X be set;attr X is empty;end;from artile `HIDDEN'.69 definition let D be non empty set,  be PFunFinSequene of D;70 luster UAStr hhD, ii -> non empty;71 end;This luster auses expressions of the shape `UAStrhhD,ii', with D having theadjetive `non empty', to gain the adjetive `non empty' too. It is used in line 323of the artile. 24



73 definition let A;74 let IT be PFunFinSequene of A;75 attr IT is homogeneous means76 :: UNIALG_1:def 477 for n,h st n 2 dom IT & h = IT.n holds h is homogeneous;78 end;80 definition let A;81 let IT be PFunFinSequene of A;82 attr IT is quasi_total means83 :: UNIALG_1:def 584 for n,h st n 2 dom IT & h = IT.n holds h is quasi_total;85 end;87 definition let F be Funtion;88 redefine attr F is non-empty means89 :: UNIALG_1:def 690 for n being set st n 2 dom F holds F.n is non empty;91 end;The attr `non-empty' was de�ned in artile `ZF_REFLE' as:definition let F be Funtion;attr F is non-empty means not ; 2 rng F;end;The rede�nition that's given here has to be equivalent to this (it is allowed tohave a more spei� parameter type though, although here that's not the ase).Both the original de�nition and the rede�nition are used in exatly the sameway. This new de�nition is used in lines 242{250 of the full artile (beause theproof there is of the `expanded' form of the de�nition: Mizar expands de�nitionsfrom the artile itself, and from artiles in the `definitions' environ diretive).Also its `de�nitional theorem' (`Def6') is referred to in lines 301, 413 and 452 of thefull artile.93 definition let A be non empty set; let x be Element of PFuns(A*,A);94 redefine95 fun <*x*> -> PFunFinSequene of A;96 end;This rede�nes the `<* . . . *>' operator from artile `FINSEQ_1':definition let x;fun <*x*> -> set equals { [1,x℄ };end;This operator is used to write sequenes of length one. The rede�nition doesn'tgive a new haraterization of this fun (so it `inherits' the original one), but itdoes hange its type. Without it, adjetives like `homogeneous' and `quasi_total'wouldn't be appliable to expressions of the form `<*x*>', like for instane in line123 of the abstrat.98 definition let A be non empty set;99 luster homogeneous quasi_total non-empty PFunFinSequene of A;100 end;This luster is not used in this artile.102 reserve U for UAStr;104 definition let IT be UAStr;105 attr IT is partial means106 :: UNIALG_1:def 7 25



107 the harat of IT is homogeneous;108 attr IT is quasi_total means109 :: UNIALG_1:def 8110 the harat of IT is quasi_total;111 attr IT is non-empty means112 :: UNIALG_1:def 9113 the harat of IT <> <;> & the harat of IT is non-empty;114 end;116 reserve A for non empty set,117 h for PartFun of A*,A ,118 x,y for FinSequene of A,119 a for Element of A;These reservations are idential to those from lines 20{23, apart that after this,`A' has the adjetive `non empty'.121 theorem :: UNIALG_1:4122 for x be Element of PFuns(A*,A) st x = {<;>A} --> a holds123 <*x*> is homogeneous quasi_total non-empty;125 definition126 luster quasi_total partial non-empty strit non empty UAStr;127 end;This luster is used �ve times in this artile to establish the orretness of atype. For example it's used in the de�nition of the mode `Universal_Algebra' inline 142 of this abstrat.129 definition let U be partial UAStr;130 luster the harat of U -> homogeneous;131 end;133 definition let U be quasi_total UAStr;134 luster the harat of U -> quasi_total;135 end;137 definition let U be non-empty UAStr;138 luster the harat of U -> non-empty non empty;139 end;The `non empty' means that there is at least one funtion in an algebra, the`non-empty' means that these funtions all are not empty.141 definition142 mode Universal_Algebra is quasi_total partial non-empty non empty UAStr;143 end;145 reserve U for partial non-empty non empty UAStr;147 definition148 let A;149 let f be homogeneous non empty PartFun of A*,A;150 fun arity(f) -> Nat means151 :: UNIALG_1:def 10152 x 2 dom f implies it = len x;153 end;Note that the argument `A' of this fun is an impliit argument: it's not presentin the notation `arity f'.155 theorem :: UNIALG_1:5156 for U holds for n st n2dom the harat of(U) holds157 (the harat of(U)).n is158 PartFun of (the arrier of U)*,the arrier of U;26



160 definition let U;161 fun signature(U) ->FinSequene of NAT means162 :: UNIALG_1:def 11163 len it = len the harat of(U) &164 for n st n 2 dom it holds165 for h be homogeneous non empty166 PartFun of (the arrier of U )*,the arrier of U167 st h = (the harat of(U)).n168 holds it.n = arity(h);169 end;D.2 Artile1 :: Basi Notation of Universal Algebra2 :: by Jaros{\l}aw Kotowiz, Beata Madras and Ma{\l}gorzata Korolkiewiz3 ::4 :: Reeived Deember 29, 19925 :: Copyright () 1992 Assoiation of Mizar Users7 environ9 voabulary UNIALG, PFUNC1, FINSEQ, FUNC_REL, FUNC, FINITER2, PBOOLE, UNIALG_D;10 onstrutors FINSEQ_4, STRUCT_0, ZF_REFLE, FUNCOP_1, PARTFUN1;11 requirements ARYTM;12 notation ARYTM, NAT_1, STRUCT_0, TARSKI, RELAT_1, FUNCT_1, FINSEQ_1, FUNCOP_1,13 PARTFUN1, ZF_REFLE;14 lusters TARSKI, FINSEQ_1, RELSET_1, STRUCT_0, ARYTM, PARTFUN1, FUNCOP_1;15 definitions TARSKI, STRUCT_0, ZF_REFLE;16 theorems TARSKI, FUNCT_1, PARTFUN1, FINSEQ_1, FUNCOP_1, RELAT_1, RELSET_1,17 FINSEQ_3, ZF_REFLE;18 shemes MATRIX_2;The `definitions', `theorems' and `shemes' diretives were not in the abstratbeause they are only relevant to the proofs. They also ontain names of artilesfrom the library. The last two list artiles from whih theorems and shemes areused.The `definitions' diretive from line 15 applies to 9 plaes in the artile:� The proofs in lines 50{54, 56{60, 93{97, 99{103, 131{135 and 137{141. Theseproofs are of statements involving the inlusion operator `=', but the proofsprove a universally quanti�ed formula. The `=' operator is de�ned in artile`TARSKI' (rede�ned really, beause the `=' operator is originally introduedwithout de�nition in artile `HIDDEN') as:definition let X,Y;redefine pred X = Y means x 2 X implies x 2 Y;end;and so with a `definitions TARSKI;' diretive the `=' statement will beexpanded to a suitable universal formula.� The `thus the arrier of UAStrhhD,ii is non empty;' in lines 161 and170. Here the statement to be proved is about a strut, but the statementthat is supplied is about the arrier of that strut. In order for this tobe orret a `definitions STRUCT_0;' has to make the de�nition of `empty'on struts transparent:definition let S be 1-sorted;attr S is empty means the arrier of S is empty;end;
27



� The proof `assume ; 2 rng F; . . . hene ontradition by A2;' in lines199{201. It proves `not ; 2 rng F', but the statement it is supposed toprove really is `F is non-empty'. So the diretive `definitions ZF_REFLE;'is needed to make the de�nition:definition let F be Funtion;attr F is non-empty means not ; 2 rng F;end;transparent.It is `Analyzer' (the type heking phase of the Mizar heker) that needs thesede�nitional expansions, instead of `Cheker' (whih heks the logial orretnessof the inferenes).20 begin23 reserve A for set,24 a for Element of A,25 x,y for FinSequene of A,26 h for PartFun of A*,A ,27 n,m for Nat,28 z for set;30 definition let A;31 let IT be PartFun of A*,A;32 attr IT is homogeneous means :Def1:33 for x,y st x 2 dom IT & y 2 dom IT holds len x = len y;34 end;Note that this definition is referred to (beause of the label on line 32) as`Def1' in this artile (on line 364), but (the label on line 30 of the abstrat) as`UNIALG_1:def 1' in the other artiles (spei�ally: artiles `ALG_1', `FREEALG' and`PRALG_1'). Similarly the theorem from lines 83{84 is referred to as `Th1' in thisartile (lines 121, 357 and 372), but as `UNIALG_1:1' (line 45 of the abstrat) in theothers (`ALG_1', `MSSUBLAT', `PRALG_1' and `UNIALG_2').36 definition let A;37 let IT be PartFun of A*,A;38 attr IT is quasi_total means39 for x,y st len x = len y & x 2 dom IT holds y 2 dom IT;40 end;The following de�nition and its proof will be annotated in more detail thanthe remainder of the Mizar text. The proof (lines 45{80) is the really same as theproof of theorem `Th2' (lines 89{122 on page 35), so it an be read there withoutinterruptions.42 definition let A be non empty set;43 luster homogeneous quasi_total non empty PartFun of A*,A;This luster states that the type:homogeneous quasi_total non empty PartFun of A*,Ais inhabited. It should be present if one wants to use the adjetives `homogeneous',`quasi_total' or `non empty' with types of the form `PartFun of A*,A'.44 existeneBeause a `luster' of this kind states the non-emptyness of a type, its orret-ness ondition is an `existene' statement. This statement is:28



ex f being PartFun of A*,A stf is homogeneous & f is quasi_total & f is non empty45 proof46 onsider a be Element of A;A `onsider' step needs an existential statement as a justi�ation. In this aseit is: ex a be Element of A(this isn't a full Mizar formula: append `st not ontradition' to omplete it).Beause Mizar types all are non-empty an existential statement of this kind isevident: so the `onsider' needs no justi�ation.The property of `A' that (from line 42):A is non emptyisn't used here: the `onsider' step also would have been valid if `A' had just beena `set'. However, in that ase:a 2 Awould not have been true (it is built into the Mizar system that when `A is nonempty' it follows from `a is Element of A' that `a 2 A'), and then the `hene'step in line 59 would have failed.47 set f = {<;>A} -->a;This is a loal de�nition of a onstant `f': all ourrenes of `f' after this willbe expanded to `{<;>A}-->a'.The `f' that's de�ned here is a funtion that has as domain the set `{<;>A}'whih it maps to the onstant `a'. This domain onsist of just the sequene of zerolength: it is the set A0. So we have that:f : A0 ! A; hi 7! aand so this f is the `nullary' funtion on A whih represents the onstant a.48 A1: dom f = {<;>A} & rng f = {a} by FUNCOP_1:14;This statement expands to:A1: dom ({<;>A}-->a) = {<;>A} & rng ({<;>A}-->a) = {a}whih follows from the type of `A' from line 42:A is non empty setthe type of `;' from artile `HIDDEN':definitionfun ; -> empty set;end;and: theorem :: FUNCOP_1:14A <> ; implies dom (A --> x) = A & rng (A --> x) = {x};49 A2: dom f = A* 29



Beause of the `definitions TARSKI;' diretive from line 15, this expands a-ording to:definition let X,Y; redefine pred X = Y means:: TARSKI:def 3x 2 X implies x 2 Y;end;to: A2: for z being set st z 2 dom f holds z 2 A*50 proofHere starts a `loal' subproof of the statement `A2'.51 let z; assume z 2 dom f; thenThe `let' and `assume' skeleton steps orrespond to the `for . . . ' and `st . . .holds' parts of the statement. After these steps:z 2 A*is left to be proved.52 z = <;>A by TARSKI:def 1,A1;The statement:z = <;>Afollows from (beause of the `then' at the end of line 51):z 2 dom fand: A1: dom f = {<;>A} & rng f = {a}and: definition let y; fun {y} -> set means:: TARSKI:def 1x 2 it iff x = y;end53 hene thesis by FINSEQ_1:65;The statement that is left to be proved:z 2 A*now follows from (the `hene' inludes a `then'):z = <;>Aand the type of <;>A given by:definition let D be set;fun <;>(D) -> empty FinSequene of D equals:: FINSEQ_1:def 6<;>;end;and: 30



theorem :: FINSEQ_1:65x 2 D* iff x is FinSequene of D;54 end;. . . and that ompletes the subproof.55 rng f = A56 proof57 let z; assume z 2 rng f; then58 z = a by A1,TARSKI:def 1;59 hene thesis;60 end; thenThis subproof is similar to the previous one. The step in line 59 uses that:a 2 AThis was explained in the text following the `onsider' in line 46.61 reonsider f as PartFun of A*,A by RELSET_1:11,A2;After this reonsider `f' will keep the same meaning (it will still expand to`{<;>A}-->a'), but its type will have beome `PartFun of A*,A'.In order to justify this, one has to prove:f is PartFun of A*,Awhih beause of the de�nition of `f' and the de�nition of mode `PartFun':definition let X,Y;mode PartFun of X,Y is Funtion-like Relation of X,Y;end;`expands' to:{<;>A}-->a is Funtion-like Relation of A*,AThis follows from:A2: dom f = A*and (`then' on line 60):rng f = Aand (from artile `FUNCOP_1'):definition let A, z be set;luster A --> z -> Funtion-like Relation-like;end;and (from artile `RELAT_1'):definitionmode Relation is Relation-like set;end;and: theorem :: RELSET_1:11for R being Relation st dom R = X & rng R = Y holdsR is Relation of X,Y;62 A3: f is homogeneous 31



This statement expands, beause of the de�nition in lines 30{34, to:A3: for x,y being FinSequene of A st x 2 dom f & y 2 dom f holdslen x = len y63 proof64 let x,y be FinSequene of A; assume65 x 2 dom f & y 2 dom f; thenAfter this, the statement left to be proved is:len x = len y66 x = <;>A & y = <;>A by TARSKI:def 1,A1;The statement:x = <;>A & y = <;>Afollows from (`then' in line 65):x 2 dom f & y 2 dom fand: A1: dom f = {<;>A} & rng f = {a}and: definition let y; fun {y} -> set means:: TARSKI:def 1x 2 it iff x = y;end67 hene thesis;Beause (`hene' refers to the previous statement):x = <;>A & y = <;>Athe thesis left to be proved:len x = len yis equivalent to:len <;>A = len <;>Awhih is true by reexivity (equational reasoning is built into the Mizar system).68 end;69 A4: f is quasi_totalThis statement expands, beause of the de�nition in lines 36{40, to:for x,y being FinSequene of A st len x = len y & x 2 dom f holdsy 2 dom f70 proof71 let x,y be FinSequene of A; assume72 A5: len x = len y & x 2 dom f; thenAfter this, the statement left to be proved is:y 2 dom f 32



73 x = <;>A by TARSKI:def 1,A1; thenThe statement:x = <;>Afollows from:A1: dom f = {<;>A} & rng f = {a}and (`then' in line 72):len x = len y & x 2 dom fand: definition let y; fun {y} -> set means:: TARSKI:def 1x 2 it iff x = y;end74 len x = 0 by FINSEQ_1:32; thenThe statement:len x = 0follows from (`then' in line 73):x = <;>Aand: theorem :: FINSEQ_1:32p=<;>(D) iff len p = 0;75 y = <;>A by FINSEQ_1:32,A5;The statement:y = <;>Afollows from:A5: len x = len y & x 2 dom fand (`then' in line 74):len x = 0and: theorem :: FINSEQ_1:32p=<;>(D) iff len p = 0;76 hene thesis by A1,TARSKI:def 1;The thesis left to be proved:y 2 dom ffollows from (`hene'):y = <;>A 33



and: A1: dom f = {<;>A} & rng f = {a}and: definition let y; fun {y} -> set means:: TARSKI:def 1x 2 it iff x = y;end77 end;78 f is non empty by RELAT_1:60,FUNCOP_1:14;The statement:f is non emptyexpands to:{<;>A}-->a is non emptywhih follows from:theorem :: RELAT_1:60dom ; = ; & rng ; = ;;and: theorem :: FUNCOP_1:14A <> ; implies dom (A --> x) = A & rng (A --> x) = {x};and the luster (from artile `TARSKI'):definition let y;luster {y} -> non empty;end;The knowledge that:A is empty implies A = ;is built into the Mizar reasoner.79 hene thesis by A3,A4;The thesis to be proved is:ex f being PartFun of A*,A stf is homogeneous & f is quasi_total & f is non emptyThis follows from the fat that for the spei� `de�ned' f from lines 47 and 61we know that:f is homogeneous & f is quasi_total & f is non emptywhih follows from:A3: f is homogeneousand: A4: f is quasi_totaland (`hene'): 34



f is non emptyNote that Mizar is able to �gure out the introdution of the existential quanti�erex by itself, without having to be told that `f' is the witnessing objet.80 end;This �nishes the annotated proof.81 end;83 theorem Th1:84 h is non empty iff dom h <> ; by RELAT_1:64,RELAT_1:60;86 theorem Th2:87 for A being non empty set, a being Element of A88 holds {<;>A} -->a is homogeneous quasi_total non empty PartFun of A*,ANote that this theorem already has been proved inside the proof of the luster(lines 47, 61, 62, 69 and 78), but that the luster has to be present in order tostate the theorem.89 proof let A be non empty set, a be Element of A;90 set f = {<;>A} -->a;91 A1: dom f = {<;>A} & rng f = {a} by FUNCOP_1:14;92 A2: dom f = A*93 proof94 let z; assume z 2 dom f; then95 z = <;>A by TARSKI:def 1,A1;96 hene thesis by FINSEQ_1:65;97 end;98 rng f = A99 proof100 let z; assume z 2 rng f; then101 z = a by A1,TARSKI:def 1;102 hene thesis;103 end; then104 reonsider f as PartFun of A*,A by RELSET_1:11,A2;105 A3: f is homogeneous106 proof107 let x,y be FinSequene of A; assume108 x 2 dom f & y 2 dom f; then109 x = <;>A & y = <;>A by TARSKI:def 1,A1;110 hene thesis;111 end;112 A4: f is quasi_total113 proof114 let x,y be FinSequene of A; assume115 A5: len x = len y & x 2 dom f; then116 x = <;>A by TARSKI:def 1,A1; then117 len x = 0 by FINSEQ_1:32; then118 y = <;>A by FINSEQ_1:32,A5;119 hene thesis by A1,TARSKI:def 1;120 end;121 thus thesis by A3,A4,A1,Th1;122 end;124 theorem Th3:125 for A being non empty set, a being Element of A126 holds {<;>A} -->a is Element of PFuns(A*,A)127 proof let A be non empty set, a be Element of A;128 set f = {<;>A} -->a;129 A1: dom f = {<;>A} & rng f = {a} by FUNCOP_1:14;130 A2: dom f = A*131 proof132 let z; assume z 2 dom f; then133 z = <;>A by TARSKI:def 1,A1; 35



134 hene thesis by FINSEQ_1:65;135 end;136 rng f = A137 proof138 let z; assume z 2 rng f; then139 z = a by A1,TARSKI:def 1;140 hene thesis;141 end; then142 reonsider f as PartFun of A*,A by RELSET_1:11,A2;143 f 2 PFuns(A*,A) by PARTFUN1:119;144 hene {<;>A} -->a is Element of PFuns(A*,A);145 end;147 definition let A;148 mode PFunFinSequene of A -> FinSequene of PFuns(A*,A) means149 :Def3: not ontradition;150 existene;The orretness ondition of a mode de�nition is the non-emptiness of the de�nedtype, whih is an `existene' statement. In this ase this statement beomes:ex  being FinSequene of PFuns(A*,A) st not ontraditionBeause Mizar types all are non-empty, the existene of a `' of the appropriatetype is obvious, and of ourse it satis�es `not ontradition'. So this statementneeds no justi�ation.151 end;153 strut (1-sorted) UAStr hh arrier -> set,154 harat -> PFunFinSequene of the arrierii;156 definition157 luster non empty strit UAStr;158 existene159 proof onsider D being non empty set,  being PFunFinSequene of D;160 take UAStr hhD, ii;161 thus the arrier of UAStr hhD, ii is non empty;162 thus thesis;163 end;164 end;166 definition let D be non empty set,  be PFunFinSequene of D;167 luster UAStr hhD, ii -> non empty;168 ohereneThe orretness ondition of a luster of this kind is alled `oherene'.Here, of ourse, it is:UAStrhhD,ii is non emptyBeause of the `definitions STRUCT_0;' diretive in line 15 this expands to:the arrier of UAStrhhD,ii is non emptywhih redues to:D is non emptywhih follows from the type of `D' in line 166.169 proof170 thus the arrier of UAStr hhD, ii is non empty;171 end;172 end;174 definition let A; 36



175 let IT be PFunFinSequene of A;176 attr IT is homogeneous means :Def4:177 for n,h st n 2 dom IT & h = IT.n holds h is homogeneous;178 end;180 definition let A;181 let IT be PFunFinSequene of A;182 attr IT is quasi_total means :Def5:183 for n,h st n 2 dom IT & h = IT.n holds h is quasi_total;184 end;186 definition let F be Funtion;187 redefine attr F is non-empty means :Def6:188 for n being set st n 2 dom F holds F.n is non empty;189 ompatibilityThe orretness ondition for the rede�nition of a `pred' or `attr' is alled`ompatibility'. In this ase, it is:F is non empty ifffor n being set st n 2 dom F holds F.n is non emptyIn this statement and its proof `non empty' still has the `old' de�nition, whihis: definition let F be Funtion;attr F is non-empty means:: ZF_REFLE:def 4not ; 2 rng F;end;190 proof191 hereby assume F is non-empty; thenThe `hereby' keyword behaves like the ombination of `thus' and `now' (thisonstrution is not in the oÆial Mizar grammar from appendix B on page 16).192 A1: not ; 2 rng F by ZF_REFLE:def 4;193 let i be set;194 assume i 2 dom F;195 hene F.i is non empty by A1,FUNCT_1:11;196 end;197 assume198 A2: for n being set st n 2 dom F holds F.n is non empty;199 assume ; 2 rng F;200 then ex i being set st i 2 dom F & F.i = ; by FUNCT_1:11;201 hene ontradition by A2;202 end;203 end;205 definition let A be non empty set; let x be Element of PFuns(A*,A);206 redefine207 fun <*x*> -> PFunFinSequene of A;208 ohereneThe orretness onditions for the rede�nition of a `fun', are `oherene' inase the type hanges, and `ompatibility' in ase the `de�nition' hanges. In thisase only the �rst applies and the ondition of ourse is:<*x*> is PFunFinSequene209 proof210 <*x*> is FinSequene of PFuns(A*,A);211 hene thesis by Def3;212 end;213 end; 37



215 definition let A be non empty set;216 luster homogeneous quasi_total non-empty PFunFinSequene of A;217 existene218 proof219 onsider a being Element of A;220 reonsider f = {<;>A} -->a as PartFun of A*,A by Th2;221 reonsider f as Element of PFuns(A*,A) by PARTFUN1:119;222 take <*f*>;223 thus <*f*> is homogeneous224 proof225 let n; let h be PartFun of A*,A; assume226 A1: n 2 dom <*f*> & h =<*f*>.n;227 then n 2 {1} by FINSEQ_1:4,FINSEQ_1:def 8; then228 h = <*f*>.1 by A1,TARSKI:def 1;229 then h = f & f is homogeneous PartFun of A*,A by Th2,FINSEQ_1:def 8;230 hene thesis;231 end;232 thus <*f*> is quasi_total233 proof234 let n; let h be PartFun of A*,A; assume235 A2: n 2 dom <*f*> & h =<*f*>.n;236 then n 2 {1} by FINSEQ_1:4,FINSEQ_1:def 8; then237 h = <*f*>.1 by A2,TARSKI:def 1;238 then h = f & f is quasi_total PartFun of A*,A by Th2,FINSEQ_1:def 8;239 hene thesis;240 end;241 thus <*f*> is non-empty242 proof243 let n be set; assume244 A3: n 2 dom <*f*>;245 then reonsider n as Nat;246 n 2 {1} by FINSEQ_1:4,A3,FINSEQ_1:def 8; then247 n = 1 by TARSKI:def 1; then248 <*f*>.n=f by FINSEQ_1:def 8;249 hene thesis by Th2;250 end;251 end;252 end;254 reserve U for UAStr;256 definition let IT be UAStr;257 attr IT is partial means :Def7:258 the harat of IT is homogeneous;259 attr IT is quasi_total means :Def8:260 the harat of IT is quasi_total;261 attr IT is non-empty means :Def9:262 the harat of IT <> <;> & the harat of IT is non-empty;263 end;265 reserve A for non empty set,266 h for PartFun of A*,A ,267 x,y for FinSequene of A,268 a for Element of A;270 theorem Th4:271 for x be Element of PFuns(A*,A) st x = {<;>A} --> a holds272 <*x*> is homogeneous quasi_total non-empty273 proof let x be Element of PFuns(A*,A) suh that274 A1: x = {<;>A} --> a;The `let . . . suh that' onstrution orresponds to a `for . . . st' in thestatement, so it is equivalent to a `let' followed by an `assume'.275 reonsider f=x as PartFun of A*,A by PARTFUN1:121;276 A2: for n,h st n 2 dom <*x*> & h = <*x*>.n holds h is homogeneous277 proof let n,h; assume278 A3: n 2 dom <*x*> & h =<*x*>.n;279 then n 2 {1} by FINSEQ_1:4,FINSEQ_1:def 8; then38



280 h = <*x*>.1 by A3,TARSKI:def 1;281 then h = x & f is homogeneous PartFun of A*,A by Th2,A1,FINSEQ_1:def 8;282 hene thesis;283 end;284 A4: for n,h st n 2 dom <*x*> & h = <*x*>.n holds h is quasi_total285 proof let n,h; assume286 A5: n 2 dom <*x*> & h =<*x*>.n;287 then n 2 {1} by FINSEQ_1:4,FINSEQ_1:def 8; then288 h = <*x*>.1 by A5,TARSKI:def 1;289 then h = x & f is quasi_total PartFun of A*,A by Th2,A1,FINSEQ_1:def 8;290 hene thesis;291 end;292 for n being set st n 2 dom <*x*> holds <*x*>.n is non empty293 proof let n be set; assume294 n 2 dom <*x*>;295 then n 2 {1} by FINSEQ_1:4,FINSEQ_1:def 8; then296 <*x*>.n = <*x*>.1 by TARSKI:def 1;297 then <*x*>.n = x & f is non empty PartFun of A*,A by Th2,A1298 ,FINSEQ_1:def 8;299 hene thesis;300 end;301 hene thesis by A2,A4,Def6,Def5,Def4;302 end;304 definition305 luster quasi_total partial non-empty strit non empty UAStr;306 existene307 proof308 onsider A be non empty set;309 onsider a be Element of A;310 set f = {<;>A} --> a;311 reonsider w = f as Element of PFuns(A*,A) by Th3;312 set U = UAStr hh A, <*w*> ii;313 take U;314 A1: the harat of(U) is quasi_total &315 the harat of(U) is homogeneous & the harat of(U) is non-empty316 by Th4;317 the harat of(U) <> <;>318 proof assume A2: the harat of(U) = <;>;319 A3: len(the harat of(U)) = 1 by FINSEQ_1:56;320 len (<;>) = 0 by FINSEQ_1:25;321 hene ontradition by A3,A2;322 end;323 hene thesis by A1,Def9,Def8,Def7;324 end;325 end;327 definition let U be partial UAStr;328 luster the harat of U -> homogeneous;329 oherene by Def7;330 end;332 definition let U be quasi_total UAStr;333 luster the harat of U -> quasi_total;334 oherene by Def8;335 end;337 definition let U be non-empty UAStr;338 luster the harat of U -> non-empty non empty;339 oherene by Def9;340 end;342 definition343 mode Universal_Algebra is quasi_total partial non-empty non empty UAStr;344 end;346 reserve U for partial non-empty non empty UAStr;348 definition349 let A; 39



350 let f be homogeneous non empty PartFun of A*,A;351 fun arity(f) -> Nat means352 x 2 dom f implies it = len x;353 existeneThe orretness onditions of the definition of a fun onsists of an `exis-tene' and a `uniqueness' part. In this ase the `existene' ondition is:ex n stfor x st x 2 dom f holds n = len x354 proof355 ex n st for x st x 2 dom f holds n = len x356 proof357 A1: dom f <> ; by Th1;358 onsider x being Element of dom f;359 dom f = A* by RELSET_1:12; then360 x 2 A* by A1,TARSKI:def 3; then361 reonsider x as FinSequene of A by FINSEQ_1:65;362 take n = len x;363 let y; assume y 2 dom f;364 hene n = len y by Def1;365 end;366 hene thesis;367 end;368 uniquenessThe `uniqueness' ondition is:for n,m st(for x st x 2 dom f holds n = len x) &(for x st x 2 dom f holds m = len x) holdsn = m369 proof370 let n,m suh that A2: (for x st x 2 dom f holds n = len x) &371 for x st x 2 dom f holds m = len x;372 A3: dom f <> ; by Th1;373 onsider x being Element of dom f;374 dom f = A* by RELSET_1:12; then375 x 2 A* by A3,TARSKI:def 3; then376 reonsider x as FinSequene of A by FINSEQ_1:65;377 n = len x & m = len x by A3,A2;378 hene thesis;379 end;380 end;382 theorem Th5:383 for U holds for n st n2dom the harat of(U) holds384 (the harat of(U)).n is385 PartFun of (the arrier of U)*,the arrier of U386 proof let U,n;387 set pu = PFuns((the arrier of U)*, the arrier of U),388 o = the harat of(U); assume389 n2dom o; then390 o.n 2 rng o & rng o = pu by FUNCT_1:12,FINSEQ_1:def 4;391 hene thesis by PARTFUN1:121;392 end;394 definition let U;395 fun signature(U) ->FinSequene of NAT means396 len it = len the harat of(U) &397 for n st n 2 dom it holds398 for h be homogeneous non empty399 PartFun of (the arrier of U )*,the arrier of U400 st h = (the harat of(U)).n401 holds it.n = arity(h);402 existene 40



403 proof404 defpred P[Nat,set℄ means405 for h be homogeneous non empty406 PartFun of (the arrier of U )*,the arrier of U407 st h = (the harat of(U)).$1408 holds $2 = arity(h);A `defpred' de�nes a `loal' prediate: it's like `set', but for prediates insteadof expressions. It's expanded everywhere (this one is used in lines 415 and 419).The arguments are in the `body' referred to as `$1', `$2', . . . Beause the highestindex allowed is `$8', a `deffun' or `defpred' takes at most eight arguments.409 A1: now let m; assume410 m2 Seg len the harat of(U); then411 m2 dom the harat of(U) by FINSEQ_1:def 3; then412 reonsider H=(the harat of(U)).m as homogeneous non empty413 PartFun of (the arrier of U )*,the arrier of U by Th5,Def4,Def6;414 take n=arity(H);415 thus P[m,n℄;416 end;417 onsider p be FinSequene of NAT suh that418 A2: dom p = Seg(len the harat of(U)) and419 A3: for m st m 2 Seg(len the harat of(U)) holds P[m,p.m℄ from SeqDEx(A1);The `SeqDEx' sheme from artile `MATRIX_2' is de�ned as:sheme SeqDEx{D()->non empty set,A()->Nat,P[set,set℄}:ex p being FinSequene of D() st dom p = Seg A() &for k st k 2 Seg A() holds P[k,p.k℄providedfor k st k 2 Seg A() ex x being Element of D() st P[k,x℄;(Note that referenes to shemes are by name instead of by number: the Mizarlibrary ontains 546 shemes, less than the number of artiles.) It is used here toderive:ex p be FinSequene of NAT stdom p = Seg(len the harat of(U)) &for m st m 2 Seg(len the harat of(U)) holds P[m,p.m℄(whih is needed for the `onsider' statement), from:A1: for m st m2 Seg len the harat of(U) holds ex n st P[m,n℄So in this ase the instantiation of the sheme is:D() ! NATA() ! len the harat of UP[k,x℄ ! P[k,x℄This substitution is not given expliitely, but is found by mathing the `argument'`A1' with the `ondition' after the `provided' in the sheme, and the statement tobe proved with the `onlusion' of the sheme.420 take p;421 Seg len the harat of(U) = dom the harat of(U) by FINSEQ_1: def 3;422 hene A4: len p = len the harat of(U) by A2,FINSEQ_3:31;423 let n; assume424 n 2 dom p; then425 A5: n 2 Seg(len the harat of(U)) by FINSEQ_1:def 3,A4;426 let h be homogeneous non empty427 PartFun of (the arrier of U )*,the arrier of U; assume428 h = (the harat of U).n; 41



429 hene p.n = arity(h) by A5,A3;430 end;431 uniqueness432 proof433 let x,y be FinSequene of NAT; assume that434 A6: len x = len the harat of(U) and435 A7: for n st n 2 dom x holds for h be homogeneous non empty436 PartFun of (the arrier of U )*,the arrier of U437 st h = (the harat of(U)).n438 holds x.n = arity(h) and439 A8: len y = len the harat of(U) and440 A9: for n st n 2 dom y holds for h be homogeneous non empty441 PartFun of (the arrier of U )*,the arrier of U442 st h = (the harat of(U)).n443 holds y.n = arity(h);444 now let m; assume445 1�m & m�len x; then446 m 2 Seg len x by FINSEQ_1:3; then447 m 2 dom x by FINSEQ_1:def 3;448 then A10: m 2 dom the harat of(U) & m2dom x & m2dom y449 by A6,A8,FINSEQ_3:31;450 then reonsider h=(the harat of(U)).m451 as homogeneous non empty452 PartFun of (the arrier of U )*,the arrier of U by Th5,Def4,Def6;453 x.m=arity(h) & y.m=arity(h) by A7,A9,A10;454 hene x.m=y.m;455 end;456 hene thesis by A6,A8,FINSEQ_1:18;457 end;458 end;
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